CONTAINER UNLOADER

Unloading containers effortlessly
Quickly and efficiently
Integrates with your logistics system
Patented technology and design

Copal

MATERIALS Handling - Working with ease
**OPTIONS**

- Closed and temperature-controlled cabin
- Automatic palletizer
- Moisture detection
- Sampling (bags)
- Weighing device
- Product & pallet labelling
- BOU (Box Orientation Unit)
- Metal Detection
- X-Ray
- Barcode scanner
- Custom-made grippers for specific customer requirements

**APPLICATION**

The Copal C2 is easy to integrate into any supply chain:
- Stand-alone or modular palletizer
- Automated sorting and palletizing
- Warehouse Management System
- Automated or manual sorting and palletizing

**Unloads containers quickly and efficiently**
Patented technology and design

**SpiderGripper**
for unloading jute bags

**PullPlate with suction cups**
for picking multiple boxes per cycle

**Joystick control**
12 inch touch-screen
Camera-controlled processes
Comfortable cabin

**Fixed drop-off point**
Optional weighing function

**Hydraulic lifting for side transport and height differences**

**Robot palletizer for bags and cartons**

**APPLICATION**

Unloads containers quickly and efficiently
Exceeding Expectations

These unique and innovative systems allow containers to be loaded and unloaded automatically, without any physical effort. As required, the load can be placed directly on pallets or transported for storage, as the Copal systems can be connected to any Warehouse Management System.

The Copal systems are time-saving and drastically reduce operating costs to guarantee a very quick return on investment. Newly delivered equipment always complies with the latest techniques and requirements of the logistics industry.

All Copal systems are patented, CE certified and contribute to the sustainability and social responsibility of your company.

For more information or a demonstration please contact: